Alchemical frequencies to nurture,
balance and heal, the mind, body and soul.
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"Future medicine will be the
medicine of frequencies."
~ Albert Einstein
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I am Emily Kisvarda, an integrated healer,
author, researcher, alchemist, teacher and
lifelong student of learning and accessing
higher knowledge and wisdom.
In 2004 I lost my husband to cancer, 2 weeks prior, my brother
in law to an overdose and tragically, my mother passed away 3
years later. I have four beautiful children, who at the time were
aged under 10. My world seemed to crumble beneath me as
my foundations were completely shattered through my eyes.
My early career on the wards as a registered nurse taught me
a lot about crisis, both medical and emotional, but my greatest
learning came through my own life experiences of pain, loss,
grief and despair. I led myself on a journey of spiritual
awakening and discovery.
In 2010 I changed my business name to Phoenix Gateway.
The Phoenix is a mythical bird that lives for around 500 years.
The bird is often connected to the sun, representing power and
strength. At the end of its life, it bursts into flames, only to be
reborn from the ashes. Through the cycle of birth, death and
rebirth, the Phoenix rises again through the Earth’s Gateway and
transforms, having released the old paradigm, to make way for
the new and bring with it the new frequencies. What I have
learnt on the journey so far, is that the only permanency in life,
is change. To be able to gain greater understanding, we must
embrace all that has been dealt to us because these lessons
become our greatest gifts and each time, we tap further into
the ancient wisdoms that have laid dormant within our cellular
structure, we re-awaken the Seed of the Soul, that is, the seed
of eternal existence.
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Liquid Alchemy in a Bottle – L.A.B

LIQUID ALCHEMY IN A BOTTLE – L.A.B
Liquid alchemy in a bottle or L.A.B. – Is a complementary
therapy that works on different emotional states of wellbeing as well as directly on pain. They are energetically
created to nurture, balance and heal, the mind, body and
soul.
The elixirs are a natural method of treating the self
W-holistically, from the physical body, all the way
through our etheric bodies.
Elixirs are a water frequency, made with a combination of
different energies such as sound, crystals, herbs, feathers
and geometry. It is then bottled with a small amount of
alcohol for preservation. Lots of love goes into the creation
process and infuses every elixir.

The elixirs that have been created through L.A.B, can be
divided into a number of categories –
¬ Ascension
¬ Egyptian
¬ Healing
¬ Love

¬ Manifestation
¬ Protection and Grounding
¬ Solfeggio Frequencies

These can then be broken down again into other categories
such as –
¬ Balance
¬ I Love You
¬ Magick
¬ Merkaba Activation

¬ Star Kids
¬ The Elements
¬ Women’s Balance

www.phoenixgateway.com.au
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14 REASONS TO WORK WITH L.A.B

WORKING WITH – L.A.B

01. Help to reprogram our mind and body

As a multi-faceted body system our ‘crystalline matrix’ is
constantly receiving, absorbing, cleansing, transducing and
amplifying much like a physical crystal. Our bodies transduce
and transmit vibrational energies and are recognized as both
oscillating solid and liquid crystals that hold a very specific
energy pattern.

02. Shift consciousness
03. Release dissonance and create coherence
04. Alter our vibrational frequencies
05. Change and shift perception and belief systems
06. Use in Meditation = expanding consciousness
07. Aid children and adults with behavioural issues
08. Assist in the release of physical pain or lessen the pain
09. Work on aspects of self-love
10. Believe in yourself and see yourself in a radiant light
11.

Assist in nurturing those dealing with grief or trauma

12.

Enhance dream states

13.

Stress release, calming and relaxing

14. Hormonal changes

What is so pertinent is that our bodies constitute over 60%
water. It opens us up to the realm of knowing that different
vibrations and forms can stay within our cellular memory
and create balance and harmony (resonance) or manifest
into unbalance and illness (dissonance).
Through research such as that of Masaru Emoto, we know
water structure can change through positive and negative
vibrations. As our bodies are 100% geometry, including water,
it holds knowledge and memory during the journey it takes,
whether it is in our body or within the ocean or lake.
Working with L.A.B, not only are you consciously creating
change, you are changing your own physiology, as the elixirs
work at a cellular level and enhance optimal well - being.
What you start to notice is a shift in energy. This causes a
chain reaction as our frequency starts to change. As our
frequency contains specific codes, we are in turn, changing
the information we are communicating on a cellular level both
internally, and externally. As these energy patterns change,
we can start to understand that we can manifest infinite
possibilities into our reality with the changes we make.
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Liquid Alchemy in a Bottle – L.A.B

The elixirs work beautifully and can be enhanced in
combination with other healing modalities and meditation.
They are so versatile, that they can be used in so many
ways. Anyone can bring out the alchemist within. They are
perfect to be used by the health professional and alternative
therapist. Just as potent to be worked with by the chef who
can add the elixirs to his or her cooking. Activating nuts or
other foods, soaking legumes or making a beautiful dessert.
The avid gardener too can use the elixirs and give a plant a
boost of energy. Artists can use the elixirs in their paints or
add it to a spritz to use in your work or creative space as
well as your humble abode.

Disclaimer - L.A.B
Liquid Alchemy in a Bottle are elixirs that are a natural,
vibrational complementary therapy that may be used in
conjunction with other medications and or treatments. They
have been created to assist on a holistic level. They are in no
way to be substituted for any medical prescriptions and or
advise. I take no responsibility for any health decisions made
by the client. If they choose to terminate any treatments they
are on, this is solely the ownership of the client in question.
Shake bottle well before each use.
Dosage bottles, discard after 12 months of opening.
Stock bottles, discard within 3 years of opening.

As a recommendation, 9 drops/3 times a day to be placed
under the tongue. You can also intuit how you want to take
the Elixirs as there is no set rule. Sometimes this is actually
the best way to work with them as your body knows best. I
work with any multiple of 9. So, you can do 3 drops 3 times a
day or 9 drops /2 times a day. If you prefer not to ingest, you
can rub into an area on your body, place into your cooking,
beverages or even carry the bottle in your pocket. For those
who can’t drink alcohol or for children, dissolve 9 drops into
your water bottle. If alcohol isn’t an option, please contact
me as they can be made with apple cider vinegar. It is best
to keep the elixirs away from EMFs (Electro Magnetic Field)
to avoid any interference with the frequencies.

www.phoenixgateway.com.au
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BOTTLING YOUR ELIXIRS
The Stock bottle contains 50% brandy, 50% blessed/purified
water and 9 drops of the mother tincture.
To create a dosage bottle you use 2/3 Blessed/purified
water, 1/3 brandy and 9 drops of the stock bottle.

“We hold the key to unlock the universal
blueprint to assist us in creating a radical
shift in consciousness.”
~ Emily Kisvarda
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Liquid Alchemy in a Bottle – L.A.B

Vodka or brandy work well with elixirs. For those who can’t
work with the alcohol, even though the mother and stock
tinctures contain alcohol, apple cider vinegar can be used
when required. Note that the vinegar does not last as long as
alcohol and needs to be ingested within 6 weeks of opening.
For more information on products, courses and workshops,
refer to our website:
www.phoenixgateway.com.au

BEAR MEDICINE

SPIDER MEDICINE

OWL MEDICINE

I have the strength, courage and
resolve to conquer all life challenges.

I release all fear and blocks to
create a joyful and abundant life.

From the shadows into the light.
I release all outdated energetic
imprints that no longer serve me.

To find inner strength and confidence
Courage and will power
Inner healing
Shamanic work
Rest

Create firm foundations in your life
Help with our ambitions and will
Find balance within our lives
Manifest dreams and desires
Release fear holding you back

Shifting old patterns of belief
Feeling psychically blocked
Emotionally down
Needing insight and clarity
Finding your path both spiritually
and physically
Attune to higher vibrations

www.phoenixgateway.com.au
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WOLF MEDICINE

SNAKE MEDICINE

WHALE MEDICINE

As I fully and freely open my
heart to unconditional love,
I begin to express my heartfelt
truths.

My spiritual and physical bodies
are transforming by reweaving,
reactivating and cleansing my
DNA patterns.

My greatest teacher is my Soul.
As I awaken, I know I am connected
with my Soul in all that I do.

To assist in clearing childhood
issues
Self-love, self-worth, compassion
of self and others
Acknowledgement of self, nurturing
Speaking (voicing) your heartfelt
desires
Healing activating and opening the
heart centre and throat

Transformation, reweaving,
reactivating and cleansing
our DNA patterns
Quantum leaping and evolutionary
changes
Rebirth
Adapting to new frequencies
Shift of consciousness
Opening our heart and anchoring
our body of light

Liquid Alchemy in a Bottle – L.A.B

Enlightenment
Unification
Trust
Well being
Nurture
Emotional release
Harmony
Breathe – believe
Slow down – graceful
Awakening
Wisdom
Love

CONDOR MEDICINE

MUNAY-KI MEDICINE

PAIN AWAY

I create a life of unlimited
possibility and potential as I
consciously change thought
patterns, beliefs and behaviours.

Each day I say - "I love you"
which opens and expands
my heart to receive love and
give love.

I am loved, safe, and secure.
I am free of physical pain and
release all negative karmic and
emotional energy.

Soar above your limitations
Break limited patterns of belief
Change thought patterns
Reweave DNA patterning
Reach and create a world of
unlimited potential

Opening and expanding your heart
Self-realisation and self-discovery
Self-love
Self-acceptance
Self-nurturing
Self-truths

To assist physical pain on all levels
Use after a medical procedure to
help ease pain
Dealing with painful emotions
Get to the root problem of your pain
Spiritual Alchemy

www.phoenixgateway.com.au
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ALCHEMY OF ISIS

ALCHEMY OF OSIRIS

ALCHEMY OF SEKHMET

I forgive myself and
I love myself with a full
and compassionate heart.

The metaphysical journey of life,
death and rebirth, shift my level
of consciousness through change
and growth.

I release all pain, negative
patterns and behaviours to
fully embrace my spiritual
healing and growth.

Planting the seed – New Beginnings
Growth in mind, body and soul
Fertility – physical, material,
spiritually
Shift in consciousness
Prosperity
Manifestation
Love
Hope
Respect
Passion

Release self-destructive patterns
and behaviours
Release guilt
Release hardships
Release wrongdoings
Personal power
Time to heal and nurture yourself
Be true to yourself

Love from your heart
Nurture
Hope
Compassion
Forgiveness
Acceptance of self
Loyalty to self
Grief and Loss
Healing
Magic
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Liquid Alchemy in a Bottle – L.A.B

ALCHEMY OF THOTH

ILLUMINATE

SEED OF THE SOUL

My Pineal gland activates
and grants me access to
the mysteries of the cosmos.

Truth and light illuminate
my path.

I embrace my next level
of initiation and rebirth to
awaken to higher wisdom
and understanding.

Consciously awakening
Discovering your soul’s purpose
Aid sleep patterns
Vivid dreams
Pineal gland activation
Greater insight and visions
Strengthen spirit connection
Alter your vibrational frequency

It is the past, present, future
See your light
Illuminate your path to find your
truth and power
You are the keeper of your light
Work from the inside out
For some it represents the hermit
card of the Tarot deck
Highest order – I AM presence

Initiation
Rebirth
Transformation
Amplify energy, frequency
and vibration

IN-ATE-ILL-UME (sound 3 times)

www.phoenixgateway.com.au
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RA HORAKHTY

BLUE LOTUS

PROTECTION

Polarity is restored in my
body through a balanced
distribution of energy,
frequency and vibration.

I awaken the power within,
to illuminate heart, mind
and soul.

I am protected from
negative energy and
ill harm.

Spiritual awakening
Illumination
Rebirth
Strength
Growth
Altered consciousness
Stress reliever
Calming and relaxing
Aphrodisiac
Tranquillity
Euphoria
Meditation
Introspection
Enhance dream states

Protection
Anchoring
Shield against negativity
Shield against EMFs
Cloak energy

Balance polarity
Align mind, body, soul
Balance ebb and flow
Assist in balancing hormonal
issues
Shadow/Mirror work
Release self-sabotage
Walk your talk
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Liquid Alchemy in a Bottle – L.A.B

MANIFEST

MAAPUN

MEDICAL DREAMING

My intention, positive thoughts,
actions and faith in the divine,
manifest my dreams and desires.

As above, so below;
As within, so without;
As the universe, so the Soul

Let frequency be thy medicine
and medicine be thy frequency.

Abundance
Belief System
Have Faith
Power of Intention
Positive Thoughts
Attract Wealth

Balance
Reset
Realign
Release the old paradigm
Ancestral healing
Release all fear, exchanging
it for love
Healing our energy bodies
DNA activation
New codes/upgrade

Alleviates stress and anxiety
Calming
Centeredness
Assist with pain relief
All round healer
Physical Healing
Balance

www.phoenixgateway.com.au
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SOLFEGGIO FREQUENCY
174HZ

SOLFEGGIO FREQUENCY
285HZ

SOLFEGGIO FREQUENCY
396HZ

My body is loved, safe and
secure. I am free of all physical
and emotional pain.

My body is my temple.
Optimal health and
well-being are my priority.

I release all guilt and fear from
my cellular memory now.

I am safe and secure
Release karmic connections
Release old patterns
Soothe emotional pain
Anaesthetic effect for physical
pain

My body is my temple
I love myself
Optimal health and
well-being on the
physical and etheric bodies

Liquid Alchemy in a Bottle – L.A.B

Release guilt and Fear
Dissolve blocks
Cut past emotional ties
Self-worth
Recognition
Self-fulfilment

SOLFEGGIO FREQUENCY
417HZ

SOLFEGGIO FREQUENCY
528HZ

SOLFEGGIO FREQUENCY
639HZ

I cleanse all traumatic experiences
on a cellular level, which brings a
new sense of awareness and
understanding.

My life is filled with miracles,
bringing unlimited love and
wellness

I create harmonious connections
with the people in my life.

Release traumatic experience
Release outdated emotion
Release past thoughts and
experience
Release outdated belief systems
Clear destructive influences
For every crisis there is a gift
Rebirth
Inner joy and creation

Restore balance and harmony
Repair damaged DNA to its
original state
Cleanse your physical and
auric fields, bringing a sense
of wellbeing and clearing of
unwanted energy/debris.
Work within the heart space.

Reconnect to relationship of self
Reconnect to relationships with others
Self-love, self-nurture
Re-evaluate connections with others
Harmonious communication
Harmonious connections
Tolerance of self and others
Respect for self and others

www.phoenixgateway.com.au
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SOLFEGGIO FREQUENCY
741HZ

SOLFEGGIO FREQUENCY
852HZ

SOLFEGGIO FREQUENCY
963HZ

I live a healthy, happy and
care-free existence by
expressing my needs,
wants and desires.

I cleanse, reawaken, and
reactivate every cell within
my light body.

I AM – true state of being.

Soul expression -speak your
soul truth
Cleanse the body of toxins
Nurture and respect your body
as your temple
I am happy, healthy and carefree
Create a healthy lifestyle
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Liquid Alchemy in a Bottle – L.A.B

Daily meditation
Stronger connection to spirit
Higher vibrational frequency
Increased intuition
Conscious of subconscious/
unconscious behaviour and
patterns
Awakening
Ability to see not just look
Reawakening ancient knowledge
and wisdom

Light
Balance
Harmony
Coherence
High vibrational frequency
Awakened
Consciousness

FREQUENCY 432HZ

STARLIGHT ELIXIR

THE TRIPLE GODDESS

I am in harmony with all
aspects of my life.

I activate and anchor higher
frequencies within my mind,
body and spirit.

I am empowered by the power
of 3 – Maiden, Mother and Crone
as I create, love and nurture Me.

It is grounding and makes the
person taking it more tolerant.
It will give the person the ability
to cope and work within the
specified parameters of whatever
they are doing.
Refines behaviour.
Reactivate DNA coding.
Reawakening the subconscious
and re-membering your soul's
essence

Empowerment
Nurturing
Self-loving
Creativity
Healing
Balance
Moon phases
Emotional Re-connection

Balance
Harmony
Natural universal frequency
9
Torus
Stability
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The highly acclaimed
Sacred Geometry
Healing Cards
by Emily Kisvarda
A set of 49 beautifully
illustrated cards

+61 411 335 842

facebook.com/PhoenixGateway

emily@phoenixgateway.com.au

linkedin.com/in/emily-kisvarda-b5156732

PO BOX 1042 Hartwell VIC 3124 Australia

Phoenix Gateway Sacred Geometry
instagram.com/phoenixgateway369
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